Looking for Work with Meaning?

*How to Find A Job with Purpose: Mission-driven Careers in Business, NGOs and Government*
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Dr. Eban Goodstein, *Director*

*Graduate Programs in Sustainability at Bard College*

In this one-hour talk, Dr. Goodstein will outline different mission-driven career directions, evaluate the impact of President Trump on sustainability jobs, discuss grad school and continuing education options (including school now / school later), and provide listeners with a tailored, concrete job search strategy. The talk includes twenty minutes of Q&A to address individual career questions.

Bard College offers career-focused graduate degree programs in sustainability: *MS Degrees in Environmental Policy and Climate Science and Policy*, an *M.Ed in Environmental Education*, and a unique, low-residency *MBA in Sustainability* based in New York City. The programs emphasize experience-based education, supporting students to turn their calling into a career.